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Avoiding controversy, Alvin ISD adjusts dress code
Among other changes, committee decides to allow boys to wear makeup
By Joshua Truksa
Staff Reporter
It started with an incident in
August, when Shadow Creek
High School student Abner

Garcia faced discipline for
violating a rule in the Alvin ISD
school dress code stating that
“boys may not wear makeup.”
The story of Garcia, who was
not identified at the time, was

picked up by the news teams of
Houston television stations
KHOU 11 (A CBS affiliate),
KTRK 13 (owned by ABC), and
was even picked up by the New
York Post, Business Insider and

the British publication the Daily
Mail, especially after a petition
was published on Change.org
advocating for the change of the
policy.
But Assistant Superintendent

Daniel Combs said stories from
large media organizations
portray an invented controversy
that he never witnessed in the
See DRESS, page 2A

Nazia Khan to compete in reality TV show Legislature
expands
uses of
medical
CBD oil

By Joshua Truksa
Staff Reporter
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Being on television was never a dream
that local working mother and self-described
introvert Nazia Khan held, but that’s not
stopping her from becoming a contestant on
the first season of a reality show created by
network marketing gurus Ray and Jessica
Higdon called The Lifestyle Solution.
The journey started with a separate
challenge by Ray Higdon for people to do a
live video every day for 14 days.
“I placed, and I think that’s really what
pushed me, and I was like, ‘You know what?
Maybe I need to do this,’” Khan recalled
about the decision to audition for the show.
Simply waiting to see what came of her
entry, Khan was notified by email at the
beginning of May that she would be one of
approximately 30 participants to travel to
Florida this week.
Khan said she is excited not only to be a
participant in the show, but to meet Ray and
Jessica Higdon for the first time. She has
been learning from Ray’s daily live training
sessions on network marketing on his
Facebook group “Rank Makers” for three
months.
“That’s really what has grown my business
is being in Rank Makers,” Khan said.
Khan entered the industry of network
marketing after leaving her job as a social
worker to stay home with her sons Anas, 6,
and Isa, 3, after Isa was diagnosed with
epilepsy. She had tried network marketing
in 2012, when she was still in her early 20s,
but without instruction, had a much different
experience.
“I didn’t know what I was doing. I did
everything wrong. I was very spammy, I just
posted things on Facebook without any
thinking. You know, I was just that — that
spammy salesperson that everyone is just
— just hates,” Khan said.
“When I didn’t do well, I thought, you
know, ‘Everyone’s right, this is just one of
See TELEVISION, page 2A
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Despite being an introvert, Nazia Khan will soon find herself on television as a participant
in The Lifestyle Solution, a show by network marketing gurus Ray and Jessica Higdon.
(Photo by Joshua Truksa)

ACC students celebrate graduation in style
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An ACC graduate smiles for family after receiving her degree.
Left, ACC Diagnostic Cardiovascular Sonography graduate
Kelsey Voyles, of Manvel, helps braid fellow graduate Jennifer
Dillon’s hair.
(Courtesy photos)
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The Texas Senate approved
a bill to expand the allowed
uses of CBD oil, and the
legislation is now headed to
Gov. Greg Abbott for his
signature.
While medical uses of
marijuana have been growing
nationwide, Texas has been
slow to embrace the drug and
its derivatives as a medical
alternative.
Four years ago, the
Legislature approved the use
of CBD oil but only for the
treatment of one particular
seizure disorder. In the four
years since the law passed, it
has proved its effectiveness,
said sponsor and New
Braunfels
Sen.
Donna
Campbell, who is also a
physician.
"For patients participating
in this program, they have
had a remarkable and lifealtering change because of
this," she said.
"That's
compassion."
The legislation heading to
Gov. Abbott would ease the
restrictions on who can
prescribe CBD oil to a single
board-certified specialist. It
would allow doctors to
prescribe CBD oil to treat
multiple sclerosis, spasticity,
incurable neurodegenerative
disorders like Parkinson's and
Lou Gehrig's Disease, autism
and as a palliative treatment
for people with terminal
cancer. State law enforcement
would still keep a close eye
on the program.
CBD oil cannot get a
person high; it contains less
than 0.05 percent of THC, the
psychoactive
intoxicant
associated with recreational
marijuana use. Still, it falls
under the state's ban on
cannabis and cannabis
derivatives.
That was a problem for
families who had children
with intractable epilepsy, a
pernicious disorder that
resists standard treatments
and can cause hundreds of
seizures in a week. CBD oil,
however, shows almost
miraculous results in treating
the disease and far milder
side effects than standard
epilepsy medications. In
2015, the Senate passed a bill
permitting the prescription of
this treatment for just this
disorder, and only under strict
oversight.
State
law
enforcement kept close track
of who was prescribing and
who was being prescribed the
drug, and it required two
separate neurologists to signoff on the prescription and,
then only after standard
treatments had failed.
Campbell said there is
See CBD, page 2A

